Sir,

Reflecting on the EPS conference held on the splendid Magurelle campus near Bucharest it again occurs to me that the public session on 'Physics and Society' has left us with many questions. It is out of place, of course, to resume the discussion in these columns and try to formulate the questions left open. The matter is truly too complex for a single person to tackle.

However, with the increasing lapse of time since September, a bird's eye view becomes possible and, in the following lines, I shall try to sketch it.

I remember a remark, made by Casimir, I believe, that some scientists had asked for conferences in specialised fields rather than for conferences with 'general trends' as their main theme. Now, in this respect, Weisskopf's beautiful lectures, in which (a.o.) fundamental understanding was contrasted with real understanding, has its weight. Those scientists, who believe that 'general trends' are not that important, have somewhere lost sight of the very limitations of science Weisskopf enlarged upon. Weisskopf stressed that fundamental understanding, which is the essence of all science, brings with it a pretension of completeness, a sense of absoluteness that may be called the prejudice of clinging only to arguments pertaining to the rational and materialistic realms. It is true, of course, that we live in a rationalistic and materialistic world and it turns out to be that way more every day. In an interesting volume, called "Man and Computer", I have recently read a few articles on exactly this problem, or rather: this problemata, which may be called 'the human face of society' in our technological era. Science can help to liberalize us to make this face truly human; this is progressive science. But, indeed, science may also be repressive, be the cause of this face eventually turning out to be the face of a man-made robot. I think this is a theme to awaken every scientist, as the battle to keep and to develop the human face of society is by no means finished. On the contrary, it has only just started and the dangers vividly pictured by Kafka become manifest in our days.

In relation to this the second proposition Diemer put on the blackboard during the physics and society meeting can be the starting point for a renewed discussion. However, "A deeper philosophical understanding of the inner motives of physics...", as mentioned in this proposition, was not touched on, although the interruptions were many. And yet it seems that here lies the root for an understanding not only of physics, but also of the physicists and of many (all too optimistic) a view on trends in modern society. Here also lies the point of departure from what was called in Diemers fourth proposition... that progress in terms of purely material advance should be transcended by other aims, especially the development of a scientific culture".

In what way could the discussion on this 'fundamental' item be renewed and continued in our next conference? Is there any relation to what may be called "the challenge for a new style of life?"

J.W.R. Fennema
Hilversum
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